
Hello children and parents. 

 I hope you are staying safe and getting some schoolwork completed. In case you 

are running out of work here is some extra work to keep you going this week.  

Don’t forget to get outside and do a 1km run every day and some other exercise 

too.  

You can tune into RTE school hub starting on Monday for on-line school. 

 Don’t forget GoNoodle as well for daily exercise routines. Finish off the work I 

gave you already before you tackle this. Stay safe!! 

 

Maths: Mathsletics daily and Tablemaster. (I will upload new maths work on 

                         Mathsletics next week.) 

            Master Your Maths- 1 a day…do test on Friday. 

            Do 55ers (tables….in the bag you picked up at school)…write  

              your time. 

            Mathemagic pg 127-130 

English: 30 mins reading every day 

               Listen to David Walliams read his stories on  

https:// www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/ 

              Lift Off (children) pg 62-67…do ALL activities…you can write in the  

               book for most of it.  

               Wordwise (children) pg 62-66…do ALL activities 

Gaeilge: Seo Leat lch126/127…use these pages to write 6 sentences  

                every day in your copy. Read pg 90/91 every day and do pg 92-95. 

P.E. :  Daily 1 km run/walk 

          1 hour exercise..walk/trampoline/cycle/football etc 

          Tune in to P.E.WITH JOE on YouTube Monday-Friday at 9.00 a.m. 

History ; Finish your project work. 

               Small World History chapter on The Egyptians read and do exercises  

http://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/


              at the end. 

Geography: Visit https://www.into.ie/2020/03/25/.virtual-tour-season/. 

                   Visit 3 zoos and watch the web cam. 

                  Visit some Irish and International Museums. 

                   Write a short report about your visits. 

SPHE: Practice 1 minute of mindfulness per day…in a quiet room or outside in 

           the garden or some mindful eating. 

           Every day think of 5 things you are grateful for. 

           Pray every day…..I am protected and my family and I are safe. 

Hopefully I will see you all very soon and have a lovely Easter. 

 

Ms. Dillon 
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